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CALCULATION OF THE EFFECTIVE THERMAL DIFFUSION 

COEFFICIENTS OF A NONLINEAR MULTIELEMENT PLASMA 

V. I .  K u c h e r e n k o  a n d  G.  A.  P a v l o v  UDC 533.7 

Knowledge of the transport  properties of an equilibrium plasma consisting of a mixture of different 
chemical elements with a temperature from several thousand to several tens of thousands of degrees and 
with a concentration of charged particles of 1018-1021 cm -8 is necessary in connection with the design of gas- 
phase nuclear reactors ,  powerful MHD generators, and thermal protection of spacecraft. In the indicated 
range of parameters  the interaction energy of the charged particles of the plasma is of the order of the ther-  
mal energy - the plasma is nonideal. Experimental data of the transport properties of a nonideal plasma are 
very limited; calculation of rigorous theoretical expressions for the transport coefficients of an equilibrium 
plasma is possible on the condition of weak interparticle interaction; therefore, modeling approaches to the 
determination of the kinetic coefficients of a nonideal plasma acquire an important role. 

The gasdynamics problems associated with the investigation of the flows of a nonideal plasma in the 
devices listed are usually solved in the approximation of local chemical equilibrium, and the plasma is as-  
sumed to be quasineutral. It is advisable in this approximation to switch from the diffusion equations of the 
components to the diffusion equations of the chemical elements ff the number of components in the plasma is 
greater than the number of chemical elements. The mass flows of chemical elements and the Wmolecular" 
thermal flux are determined with the help of the introduction of effective transport coefficients in te rms  of the 
temperature gradient, the fractions of chemical elements, and the electric field in the plasma (the pressure 
is assumed to be constant). We emphasize that the calculation of the transport coefficients is correctly de- 
termined from the solution of a specific gasdynamics problem, which appreciably simplifies its formulation; 
the necessary transport  properties of the plasma are compactly tabulated as a function of the pressure, 
temperature, and fractions of the chemical elements forming the plasma. The complete system of gasdynamics 
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equations describing the flow of a chemically equilibrium plasma is discussed, e.g., in [1] (also see [2]). The 
effective t ranspor t  coefficients are  introduced in [2] actually in the approximation of an Wideal ~ plasma. 

The effective thermal diffusion coefficients D~ to whose model calculation this paper is devoted are  
important character is t ics  of a multielement plasma~ Taking Dt a into account in connection with the solution 
of gasdynamics problems permits  investigating the degree of separation of chemical elements in the plasma 
volume in the presence of a tempera ture  gradient [3], which is necessary for the cor rec t  calculation of the 
thermal  flux in the plasma. The possible instability of the steady-state solution of a system of gasdynamics 
equations with specified boundary conditions is another effect associated with Dta and characterist ic  of media 
with volume heat l iberation proportional to the fraction of a chemical element (to the fraction of uranium for 
the plasma of a gas-phase nuclear reactor) .  In the simplified version for a two-element mix ture  in which the 
fields in the plasma, the motion of the plasma as a whole, and the electr ic  current  are  neglected, the system 
consists of the diffusion equations of the chemical element and the energy equation; the values of the t empera-  
ture  and the fractions of the chemical element are  specified on the boundaries. One can show in the one- 
dimensional case that "instability" of the concentration distribution of the element occurs  in the l inear approxi- 
mation when D t > 0; in the actual nonlinear case in which the dependence of D t on the fraction of a chemical 
element and the tempera ture  is taken into account, the ~instability" is probably a ntransttion" among the dif- 
ferent  steady-state solutions which the formulation of the problem permits .  It is natural that the sign, magni- 
tude, and behavior of Dta are important both for the investigation of the "thermal diffusion instability n and for 
the separation of the chemical elements in the plasma volume. 

The modeling system of the classical kinetic equations can be used for the calculation of the multicom- 
portent diffusion coefficients (MDC) and other t ransport  coefficients in t e rms  of which the effective t ransport  
coefficients (see below) a re  expressed; the collisional integrals comprise I e - t h e  elastic collision integral 
which character izes  the interaction of charged part icles ,  I e - the elastic collision integral which describes 
the collisions of neutrals with each other and neutrals with charges,  and I ne - the inelastic collision integral; 
I~ can be determined if the transit ion from the description of the plasma with the help of the Liouvil!e equation 
to its description in t e rms  of a kinetic equation is valid, ioeo, when the time equal to the inverse plasma f r e -  
quency is less  than the t ime between elastic ncollisionsn of charged par t ic les- -  inotherwords ,  whenthe Coulomb 
interaction in the plasma is small in comparison with the thermal  energy of its particles~ The difficulty in 
choosing I e is associated with the long-range nature of Coulomb forces;  the hypothesis of paired collisions 
is not, generally speaking, applicable to charged particles;  therefore ,  it is more  cor rec t  to choose I e in the 
F o k k e r - P l a n c k  form, which it is possible to justify on the basis of the Liouville equation o r  with the help of 
~wave n theory; the I e of B a l e s k - L e n a r d  and Kikhar-Aono reduce to the I e of Fokker -P lanck ,  and the di- 
vergence at large distances disappears in a natural way but remains at small distances. On the other hand• 
if one chooses Ie e in the Boltzmann form by replacing the Coulomb potential of the interaction between charged 
par t ic les  by the Debye potential, then the resul ts  of the solution of this kinetic equation, for example, in the 
case of the calculation of the electr ical  conductivity and the viscosity, agree with the resul ts  of the solution 
of the F o k k e r - P l a n c k  equation [4]. Guided by this fact and bearing in mind that it is convenient to determine 
Ie e and I e in like manner (the la t ter  is of Boltzmaun form), ~ is used in Boltzmann form. 

It  is proposed to extend I e in Boltzmann form to the case of a nonideal plasma, which is the modeling 
assumption; the expressions for the t ranspor t  coefficients do not contain nonphysical divergences. A compari-  
son of the electrical  conductivity of a nontdeal cesium plasma calculated with the help of a modeling kinetic 
equation determined in this way with the known experimental data shows satisfactory agreement [5], i.e., the 
neglected Coulomb effects evidently make a small numerical contribution to the kinetic coefficients of a non- 
ideal plasma. Consequently, the application of a system of modeling kinetic equations to the calculation of 
the t ransport  coefficients of a nonideal plasma is advisable. 

The collision integral I ne includes various inelastic collisions accompanied by chemical changes, charge 
exchange, excitation t ransfer ,  excitation of the plasma particles,  etc.; these processes  have an appreciable 
effect in many cases on the distribution functions of the plasma part icles [6]. 

The effective diffusion coefficients in the approximation of an ~ideal ~ plasma are  introduced in [2]. It 
is proposed to take account of the interaction among the plasma part icles in the thermodynamic forces .  As 
is well known, the mass  flow of the i-th component, J i ,  is [7] 

N 

n~ m i ~ rn~D~dj t : Di V T, 
Ji = -~  j=i (1) 

n j m  i Pj . 
d j = T V T ~ j - -  ~-  F j - -  Fi . 
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The form (1) for  ~ follows f rom the thermodynamics of i r revers ib le  processes  and agrees with the form 
adopted in kinetic theory in the approximation of an "ideal" plasma [7]. In (1) n is the total concentration of 
plasma part ic les ,  p is the pressure ,  T is the temperature ,  Dij a r e the  MDC, mi, ni, ~i  are the mass,  concen- 

N 
tration, and chemical potential of the t-th component, Pi = nimi, P = ~ P~ , N is the number of componentw in 

i = l  

the plasma, D[ is the thermal  diffusion coefficient, Fl  is the force acting per  unit mass of  the i-th component, 

~t = kT lnn~ + Xt (T) + A~i, (2) 
m t 

where k is the Boltzmann constant, )/i(T) is associated with the partition function of the i-th component [7], 
and A~ i is the contribution to/~ i due to interaction. On the assumption of local chemical equilibrium the 
dependence 

n~ = n~ (p, T, e~ . . . . .  end_ 0 ,  (3) 

IV I N Na 
occurs, where N a isthe number of chemical elements forming the plasma, c a = h~__luk~m:nh]a~=i a~=t ua~m~nk iS 

the mass  fraction of the chemical element a ,  and Uia is the number of atoms of the element a in the i-th com- 

ponent. One can derive f rom (1)-(3) an expression for  the mass flow of the chemical element J ,  l J ,  = 

ukam.Jklrnk and the effective diffusion coefficients 

Na--i 
$. = Y~ D.bvcb + Dt~V r -  D~E, 

N 

i,:=~ u'ama ~ miDunj ~ ~OCb]p'T'ca#Cb 2C k On] /T ~OCb]p,T,Car ' (4) 

{ I,,<,, O n , , ,  o,, 
Da='i, . f lu'arna -~miDi jn l  [njrnj ~OT /p,{Ca} 21- ~ / - ~ n / ) r / ~ ) p , { % } ]  - -  rni  ] ,  

N 
DS~ = n 2 "~ ~ mauiamsDunjz/. 

i,j=i 

N 
The subscript f in (4) denotes that the f-th component enters  into A~j. The t e rm N ~ p~F~/p in dj (see (1)) 

i = l  

was neglected in the derivation of Eqs.  (4), since the plasma is assumed to be quasineutral. Eqs. (4) for  Dab 
and Dta differ f rom the expressions given in [2] for  these coefficients by the absence of te rms ~ (OA~/On]) r , 
which are  produced by the interaction of the plasma part icles.  Only the Coulomb interaction of the plasma 
par t ic les  was taken into account in the calculation of the effective t ransport  coefficients; the charge-neut ra l  
and neu t ra l -neu t ra l  interactions are  insignificant under the conditions in question, as the est imates show. 

The effective thermal  diffusion (Fig. 1) and diffusion (Fig. 2) coefficients have been calculated for a 
plasma consisting of a mixture of potassium with uranium under the conditions existing in a gas-phase nuclear 
r eac to r  (p =500 atm, 90% U), as has been the effective thermal diffusion coefficient (Fig. 3) of a plasma con- 
sisting of a mixture  of helium with hydrogen with parameters  corresponding to the entry of spacecraft  into 
the atmosphere of Jupiter  {p = 100 aim, 20% H~). The calculations are  made in accordance with Eqs.  (4) (curves 
1 in Figs.  1-3), ioeo, in comparison with [2] D~ is taken into account along with a correct ion for  interaction 
in the thermodynamic forces  (curves 2 in Figs.  1-3). As an illustration, the curves for the usual value of 

"N 
the thermal  diffusion coefficient Datu = t ~ u~,maDi/rn~ are  given in Figs.  1-3. 

= l  
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All inelastic processes  except charge exchanges of an atom with its own ion were neglected in the model-  
ing system of equations with respect to the anisotropic parts c~ the distribution functions ~i  of the plasma 
particles,  in terms of which the transport coefficients are defined; it was also assumed that the colIision cross  
sections of excited particles are equal to the coll is ion cross  sections in the ground state. These simplifica- 
tions,  which are caused by the paucity of information about inelastic processes  and by the appreciable compli- 
cation of  the  e ~ p r e s s i o n s  for  the  t r a n s p o r t  c o e f f i c i e n t s  when  t h e s e  p r o c e s s e s  are  tak en  into account ,  p e r m i t  
expanding qi in Sonin polynomials and finding Dij and D t normally [7]. The calculation of Dij and Dt'was 

carried out in the first  and second approximation, respectively,  in Sonin .polynomials; an increase in the number 
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of polynomials is advisable due to the simplications enumerated and a significant indeterminacy in the collision 
cross  sections of the plasma part icles of the mixtures considered in this paper. 

The composition of a plasma of He +It 2 and K+U m ~ e s  and the A/~ i necessary  for the calculation of 
Dab and D t were calculated in accordance with the procedure described in [8], and the partition function of  
the atoms and ions was limited to kT. Derivatives of n i and nf (see (4)) were calculated by a computer, 

Twelve components e, I L K - ,  K +, K2 +, K 2, K 2+, U, U +, U 2+, U "~+, U 4+ were taken into account in a plasma 
consisting of a mixture of uranium with potassium for temperatures  ranging from 5000 to 60,000~ The 
partition functions of the atoms and ions U, were calculated according to the data of [9], and those of mole- 
cules, atoms, and ions of K were calculated according to the data of [10]. The interaction of the neutral com- 
ponents of a plasma consisting of a K +U mixture in the ground state was taken into account in accordance with 
[11]; the interaction of charged particles with neutral ones was assumed to be polarized; the polarizabilities 
of K 2 and K a re  given in [12], and those of U in [13]; charge exchange of a potassium atom with its own ion has 
been discussed in [14]. The interaction potentials and the calculation of the composition of a plasma consisting 
of a mixture of helium with hydrogen in the 3000-30,000~ temperature range are  discussed in [2]. 

Taking account of interaction corrections in the  thermodynamic forces during the calculas of the ef- 
feetive diffusion coefficients appreciably changes the size and behavior of D~ and DUU (see Figs.  1 and 2); 

the Debye nonideality parameter  ~/lies within the ronge 1-3 for a plasma consisting of a mixture of K+U. 
The effect of (~A~i/Dnf)T is less  appreciable for an He+H 2 plasma, since T ~ 0.1-0.2 in this case. The con '  
tribution of Dat u to D t and D~e is also appreciable (see Figs.  1, 3); Dtau is alternating for both mixtures. 

We emphasize that T - D ~  ~ D u u ;  D~e>  0; D~ is alternating in the paramete r  range under discussion; and 

D t and D~e have peaks corresponding to dissociation and ionization of the plasma components. For  sufficiently 

low t e m p e r a ~ r e s  condensation of uranium can occur in the K+U m ~ e ;  in this case one should re fe r  the 
calculated values of Dab and Dta to the gaseous phase. 
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